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History is merely a list of surprises. It can only prepare us to be surprised yet again.  

                                                                                             Kurt Vonnegut 

 

Turkey’s history of bullying and militaristic threats towards her neighbors (and particularly Greece) 

can fill a multi-volume series of collected news stories and analyses. The man feeding this bubbling 

volcano of belligerence, Islamic killer fanaticism, and aggression is no other than sultan-for-life 

Erdogan, the neo-Ottoman president of Turkey, and his mentally unstable illusions of turning a 

country of over 84 million (and growing rapidly) into the fundamentalist Islamic center of the 

world. 

It takes no acute political insight to see that Erdogan’s malignant religious bellicosity is the certain 

road to Hell. Roughly six months ago, I warned Erdogan was glaringly emulating the political-

warmongering policies of Adolf Hitler, with the West purring and napping totally disinterested in 

the growing murderous Turkish menace. 

Throughout history, politicians posing as leaders have been remarkably unable to act preemptively. 

Hitler could have been easily checked by 1935 if it were not for cowering British and French 

governments wallowing in their breathless fantasies of a replay of the WWI trench warfare 

pointless carnage (which would have been impossible with a Germany literally whipped into near 

death submission). Hitler correctly saw the opening and the rest, as we say, is terrible, apocalyptic, 

death-and-utter-destruction history.  

 

 

https://www.rieas.gr/images/intelligence/history39.pdf
https://www.rieas.gr/images/intelligence/history39.pdf
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Fast forward to 2020. 

As Sultan-for-life Erdogan contemplates the international politico-strategic landscape with his 

Hitlerite gaze, he sees no reason why not to initiate even real shooting wars in order to bring 

to fruition his fantastic Islamist maniacal illusions. To boot: 

• The pandemic has unhinged the international system, clobbered the world economy, 

forced even the superpowers to somersault and hanker down, and have paralyzed even 

those who would be perhaps willing (and able) to take action to nip any Turkish war play 

in the bud. 

• The US is wallowing in an unprecedented domestic socio-political crisis caused by the 

insurrection of a hodge-podge of “oppressed” communities, whose spokespeople openly 

threaten that “if US ‘doesn’t give us what we want, then we will burn down this system.” 

Never before in her history, the superpower has seen such open rebellion and lawless 

vandalizing aggression against its very foundations, its Constitution, its laws, its Founding 

Fathers, and those charged with upholding the Law and the Constitution itself. 

• Closer to home, the neo-sultan sees a Europe lying dog-tired thanks to Corona-19, its 

economy in nose dive, its “EU” a club of confused, quarreling talking heads in protective 

face masks crushed by the longer term implications of a pandemic that may not be going 

away soon, and its German “center,” mum and dazed, tiptoeing around the mega crisis 

with little to propose beyond good wishes and lame predictions. 

• Farther out to the east, Russia is keeping her cards to her chest but it is obvious she is 

hurting like everybody else, if only because of lost revenue as EU economies tank and 

Russian natural gas is not so much in demand anymore. And as if this is not enough, Syria 

remains the open wound, with Turkey wiggling maniacally to and fro and threatening to re-

ignite conflicts thought to have been doused down long ago. 

• But, Erdogan’s master con play is unfolding in the Eastern Mediterranean, with the Turks 

initiating “peace-making” in war-torn Libya by sending in arms, jihadist terrorists, and 

mercenaries to bolster a “government” which does not really know whom, or what, it really 

represents (although it has received the approval of the puppet Third World-dominated 

UN). 

• The East Med Erdogan game also includes a no-war-no-peace play with two strategic 

prongs: to undermine and neutralize the growing Greece-Cyprus-Israel entente cordial 

regarding EEZs and natural gas discoveries in waters Turkey has no legal access to; and 

browbeat Greece into surrendering her sovereignty in the Aegean or, at least, 

accepting the “Finlandization” (if not amputation) of her large islands laying a stone’s 

throw from the Anatolian coast. This truly Hitlerite conception emerges from Erdogan’s 

unilaterally declaring the Aegean Turkey’s “Blue Motherland,” which needs to return to 

Ankara’s bosom after being snatched away illegally, the Erdoganists say, by the 1923 Treaty 

of Lausanne, which, by the way, needs to be “adjusted” or, better, thrown to the dustbin 

altogether. 

https://www.foxnews.com/media/black-lives-matter-leader-burn-down-system
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That the sultanate’s tireless undermining of peace is no playground joke was again confirmed 

recently by French President Macron’s outburst accusing “....Turkey of massively importing jihadists into 

Libya, labeling Ankara’s intervention “criminal” and he lambasted Russian President Vladimir Putin’s 

ambivalence towards his country’s mercenaries operating in the North African state.” France had every reason 

to get on the neo-Sultan case following a naval incident in which a French warship was radar-

illuminated by Turkish warships escorting a vessel France wanted to inspect on suspicion of 

carrying arms to Libya in breach of an international arms embargo. 

*   *   *   *   * 

All of the above testify to the urgent need to rein in Ankara not with the usual mushy diplomatic 

language (which has no impact on Ankara whatsoever) but with concrete unequivocal action 

that will present Turkey with alternatives she won’t be able to refuse unless she chooses to 

plunge herself in a war that can easily destroy her like Germany was laid waste in 1945 .  

European and American leaders (but, also, Putin himself) should urgently refresh their reading of 

1930s European history to “catch the gist” of what needs to be done today with a Turkey being 

squeezed from every direction and thus feeling justified to eventually launch a shooting war to 

“correct things” just like Adolf Hitler did in 1939 (with or without a Gleiwitz incident): 

• As early as 2013, political analysis was highlighting the collapse of Turkey’s “peace-loving” 

facade, via the abandonment of a policy of “zero problems” with neighbors, and her 

transition to aggression, bullying, and grandiose demands, following the dismissal of then 

FM Ahmet Davutoglu, once an Erdogan insider, who is presently reported as putting 

together alliances against the neo-Sultan.  

• That Turkey is digging her own hole in the ground is now a common secret; as these lines 

are drawn, the world is again being nauseated by the latest Erdoganist trick—the apparent 

determination of the neo-Sultan to turn the Church of Hagia Sophia, the most prominent 

ancient beacon of world Christianity, into a mosque (see, e.g. here and here). The trick is 

as despicable as it is obviously motivated by the neo-Sultan’s problems at home: he needs 

to boost the morale of his supporters faced with the stubborn pandemic, a tanking 

economy, and a slow but strengthening political opposition to his heavy-handed dictatorial 

crushing of his opponents. 

• The US, always the traditional “balancing point” between Turkey and the West, is currently 

paralyzed by both the pandemic and the massive insurrectionist riots across the country, 

which makes her influence upon Ankara questionable, at best.  President Trump, never the 

man to keep Erdogan in check, has his hands full with the coming November election and 

slipping opinion polls. Even more alarmingly, some reports have claimed Trump and 

Erdogan have spoken on the phone recently without any preparation on the part of the US 

president on what was to be discussed. Trump has always displayed a “special affinity” to the 

Islamist strongman, a fact that has not gone unnoticed by both US and foreign media. 

Speaking on the phone without input from White House advisers, the report quoted above 

said, is dangerous and provides “evidence of Trump’s general ‘unfitness’ for the presidency on grounds 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-libya-oil-russia-macron/macron-slams-turkeys-criminal-role-in-libya-putins-ambivalence-idUSKBN2402KB
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-libya-security-france-turkey/nato-to-investigate-mediterranean-incident-between-french-turkish-warships-idUSKBN23P2SJ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gleiwitz_incident
https://foreignpolicy.com/2013/08/22/how-turkey-went-from-zero-problems-to-zero-friends/
https://www.arabnews.com/node/1686226/middle-east
https://www.ft.com/content/2975ef8a-0585-4f2a-bd62-bffcb21adeb9
https://www.wsj.com/articles/turkeys-erdogan-presses-to-convert-hagia-sophia-back-into-a-mosque-11593169200
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20200630-us-trumps-phone-calls-with-turkeys-erdogan-alarm-white-house/
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20200630-us-trumps-phone-calls-with-turkeys-erdogan-alarm-white-house/
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of temperament and incompetence.” In the current conundrum, thus, the US may be an 

undesirable “go between” under any circumstances. 

• The EU, on its part, never to be accused of being a harsh critic of a gallivanting, free-

shooting, foul-mouthed Ankara, has taken the symbolic step “to exclude Turkey from the 

list of travel-friendly countries,” a step that appears “to have more to do with political 

disagreements rather than public health concerns”. These political disagreements surfaced in strong 

cutting language during a press conference by French President Macron during his recent 

visit with Chancellor Merkel. One thing is for certain: Erdogan won’t be tearing up his 

sultanic robes over Europe’s “harsh language.” 

• In Libya, Turkey’s aggression continues unabated. The situation in that unfortunate wreck 

of a country changes by the day with various external actors vying for position—Egypt, 

Russia, and the UAE to refer to only three of the prime contestants. Erdogan has made 

sure his Libyan antics are reported back home as “victories” having imprisoned all those 

in the media who raised concerns about yet another foreign entanglement.  

• So far, though, the Turks have frustrated efforts by Marshal Haftar to dislodge the 

“legitimate” government in Tripoli and that strengthens Ankara’s position while all other 

contestants remain entangled in tit-for-tat exchanges, occasional dead-end sit-downs, and 

fire-and-forget military incursions that create havoc but no tangible success for the 

attackers.  

• In this confused hall of horrors, Italy’s behavior demonstrates the risks involved in 

choosing to placate Erdogan: the Italians, eager to crush illegal immigration from the 

Libyan coast to southern Italy, appear deep in talks with neo-Sultan on a “formula” that 

will satisfy both sides, but no doubt at heavy cost to the Italians.  

• In the end, Libya remains a chaotic hard-luck places where unreliable partners, jihadists, 

terrorists, third-country mercenaries, not to mention governments, are vying for positions 

with “allies” that might not exits tomorrow as the now torn-out Qaddafi’s Jamahiriya floats 

in a sea full of opportunity-hungry sharks. 

Where does all this leaves us with war-aroused Turkey specifically vis-a-vis Greece? 

According to a secret plan that was allegedly discovered by sheer chance after the false-flag 

July 2016 Turkish “Gulenist coup,” Turkish military planners are in possession of an attack 

plan against Greece code-named Çaka Bey... QUOTE: .... a revered name in Turkey, especially among 

navy people, as the man who led the first-ever Turkish expedition in the Aegean. Çaka Bey’s forces took over 

islands in the Aegean such as Lesbos, Samos, Chios and Rhodes as well as some territory in the Aegean 

coastlands in 1088-91 from the Byzantine Empire. Some in Turkey even call him the founding father of the 

Turkish navy. END QUOTE. The same plan, this report alleges, includes an operation to attack 

Armenia, Turkey’s eternal enemy to the east, while maintaining adequate forces for carrying 

out the attack on Greece.  

Meantime, Turkey continues her no-war-no-peace attacks in the Aegean: almost daily air space 

violations by armed Turkish jets; Turkish Coast Guard fast vessels pushing dinghies full with 

illegal immigrants into Greek waters; verbal threats by Erdogan ministers toward Greek 

https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2020/07/turkey-european-union-french-macron-coronavirus-travel-ban.html
https://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2020/07/turkey-european-union-french-macron-coronavirus-travel-ban.html
https://www.lefigaro.fr/international/libye-macron-condamne-la-responsabilite-historique-et-criminelle-de-la-turquie-20200629
https://www.nordicmonitor.com/2020/06/turkey-planned-to-invade-greece-secret-document-reveals/
https://www.nordicmonitor.com/2020/06/turkey-planned-to-invade-greece-secret-document-reveals/
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government officials, including the Greek President Ms. Sakelaropoulou. Business as usual. 

Threats as usual directed at a NATO “ally,” with the alliance mum and cowering.  

*   *   *   *   *   * 

Whether you read smoke signals, examine the entrails of sacrificed animals, believe the 

prophesies handed down by the Oracle at Delphi, or regularly visit your favorite Native Indian 

shaman and reader of bones, the one certain fact is that Erdogan aims to go to war to claim his “Blue 

Motherland,” thus triggering a massive disaster for both his country and the general East Med area. 

To speculate on what governments, “friendly” or “neutral,” will do if the balloon goes up is 

really of no consequence at this point. Just like in the 1930s, “leaderships” all round range from 

incompetent and cowardly and even farther. The historian of the future will have his hands 

full with the stories of men and women who knew how to tweet but not how to fight for Peace 

and the lives of Nations. 

 

Additional Reading: Greece vs. Turkey: Are We Headed for an Intra-NATO War? 

https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/weekly-standard/greece-vs-turkey-are-we-headed-for-an-intra-nato-war

